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Woman living with autism who phoned
police for help after she was assaulted
by her partner is accused of being the
'aggressor'

Tasmanian woman lashes out after assault
Police issued 12 month protection order against her

By PETER VINCENT FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 15:24 AEDT, 5 March 2023 | UPDATED: 16:50 AEDT, 5 March 2023

A woman living with autism phoned police for help after she was assaulted by her
partner before she was mistakenly identified as the aggressor.

Anna* was heaped with the blame despite her partner crushing her into a door at his
home in southern Tasmania during an argument over money in 2021.

Her story comes after a report was released this week showing people who were
mistakenly identified as aggressors were struggling to have their names cleared. 

Frightened when he refused to stop, Anna lashed out, smashing a hole in the wall of
his home with his musical instruments. 

'I was telling him that he was hurting me and I screamed. I was horrified, he'd never
done anything like that before,' Anna told the ABC. 

Anna then phoned police and admitted to officers she had put the hole in the wall
but said she wasn't given the opportunity to make a full statement. 

A woman living with autism phoned police for help after she was assaulted by her partner
before she was mistakenly identified as the aggressor (stock image) 
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Her story comes after a report was released this week showing people who were mistakenly
identified as aggressors were struggling to have their names cleared (stock image) 
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After speaking to her partner police informed her they deemed her 'the aggressor'.

They told Anna she would be listed as the respondent on a police family violence
order (PFVO). She claims the consequences were not explained fully to her.

PFVOs are 12 month protection orders which place conditions on someone police
believe 'has committed, or is likely to commit, family violence.

In Anna's case, the PFVO meant the loss of her home, the relationship, a lost sense of
safety and mistrust in the police.

Tasmanian family violence service Engender Equality released a report this week
showing people mistakenly identified as aggressors were struggling to have their
PFVOs revoked. 

'I have seen many women's lives changed forever after being misidentified by police
as the perpetrator — it is such an enormous experience of injustice,' chief
executive Alina Thomas said. 
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The issue has gained attention in Tasmania after a disproportionate number of
women were named as perpetrators in the state. 

Police issued protection orders against female respondents at more than triple the
rate of the courts in 2022 — almost 30 per cent of PFVOs listed a female aggressor
compared with 9 per cent of court orders.

PFVOs have proved 'near impossible' to revoke even when it is likely the perpetrator
has been 'misidentified', according to Ms Thomas.

Dr Ellen Reeves, a researcher at the Monash Gender and Family Violence Prevention Centre,
claimed there is 'a trend of misidentification' of victims of domestic violence
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Tasmanian police spokesman Rob Blackwood said the increasing number and
proportion of women listed on PFVOs could be down to reduced stigma for male
victims reporting abuse.

He also said it could be that more women are perpetrating family violence. 

Monash Gender and Family Violence Prevention Centre researcher Dr Ellen Reeves
disagreed saying there was a 'trend of misidentification' of victims of domestic
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violence.

She believes the Tasmanian system puts too much power in the hands of police.

Dr Reeves said in Tasmania the vital decision about who is the victim and who is the
perpetrator is made in the heat of the moment at the scene, without the 'safety net'
of courts to weight up all the evidence.

Tasmanian police responded to Daily Mail Australia with a detailed statement, saying
it has a detailed policy for managing family violence incidents.

'Where family violence is reported directly to, or is identified by, a member of
Tasmania Police, it is the responsibility of the member taking the report to: adopt a
pro-intervention response; conduct a thorough investigation into the matter; gather
sufficient information to identify the nature of the parties’ relationship; establish
what has occurred, and address issues of victim safety, safety of affected children
and prevent harm.'

It said police's 'frontline response to family violence is monitored and overseen by
the sergeant of the Family Violence Unit (FVU)' and that a weekly process means
'where every matter reported to police is reviewed and discussed'.

It said its recruits 'are provided extensive family violence training at the Tasmania
Police Academy, in conjunction with the University of Tasmania'... and provided
training from Family Violence Counselling Support Services, Child Safety Service
and the Victims Assistance Unit.' 

'Recruits are taught not just about offences and legislation, but how to understand
and support victims, and what support services are available. 

'To prevent misidentification, family violence reports must be validated by a
supervisor (usually a sergeant of police) and a Police Family Violence Order can only
be issued by a Sergeant, or a police officer authorised by the Commissioner.'

It added that Tasmania Police is currently reviewing recruit training on this matter.

Tasmania police added that they 'can issue PFVOs if a sergeant or authorised
constable is satisfied that a person has committed, or is likely to commit, a family
violence offence'.

'A PFVO can be issued where the risk assessment indicates a low or medium risk of a
further family violence offending, and where such an order is necessary to protect
the safety, wellbeing and interests of adult and child victims.' 

*Name has been changed to protect the identity of the woman.
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Was it Donald Trump
or ChatGPT? Guess
whether the human or
AI wrote these 9 tweets
from different political
figures (and the
answers will astound
you!) 

EXCLUSIVE  Godfather
duties! Tyler Perry
arrives in Montecito on
$125M private jet to visit
his former lodgers
Meghan Markle and
Prince Harry
 

Married At First Sight
EXCLUSIVE: Wild
footage emerges of
Bronte laughing as her
mates trash a nightclub
bathroom on her 22nd
birthday - in viral video
that 'ruined her life'
 

Can YOU guess the
parents? Children of
famous TV and movie
couples are created by
AI artist... and the
results are surprisingly
accurate 

From A-listers to A-
litterers: Inside
celebrities' very messy
homes after Drew
Barrymore revealed her
untidy bedroom
 

I'm a plumber and here
are TWO common
kitchen mistakes to
avoid that could cost
you £180 to fix

Jamie Oliver reveals
how to cook the
PERFECT roast
potatoes - and the little-
known step to make
them extra crispy

Bahrain Grand Prix
RECAP: Max
Verstappen secures
confident win with Red
Bull team-mate Sergio
Perez and Fernando
Alonso completing the
podium... as Lewis
Hamilt...

Meet Madonna's (not
so material) sisters!
One runs a vineyard.
Another's been married
32 years and a third
loves quilting - as the
superstar, 64, unveils
her SIXTH toyboy 
 

Live-in nanny, 21,
shares the six things
she will NEVER do as
part of her job - so do
you agree with her list?

Subscribe to The Mail+
to read all the Daily
Mail's world-beating
news, views and
features - and much
more
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Natasha Lyonne
receives support from
Lily Tomlin and Melissa
Etheridge amid her
battle to quit cigarettes
'You got this' 

Chloe Moretz puts on a
leggy display in shorts
as she enjoys Paris
Fashion Week... as her
ex Brooklyn Beckham
hits the shows with his
wife Nicola Peltz 
 

Charles' olive branch
to Harry: Prince told he
and Meghan 'can use
Frogmore Cottage if
they accept invitation to
King's Coronation' -
after being evicted
 

Richard Williams
defends Will Smith over
Oscars slap as Serena
and Venus father claims
he didn't feel sorry for
Chris Rock
'I don't see nothing wrong
with that!' 

The Rolling Stones,
Pink and U2 'have been
asked to perform at Live
Aid-style concert at
Wembley this summer
in support of Ukraine'
 

Channel Seven
confirms the 2023 Logie
Awards will be held in
Sydney for the first time
in over 30 years
 

Tessa Thompson
checks out of her NYC
hotel... after revealing
she went to couple's
therapy with costar
Michael B. Jordan to
prepare for Creed III
 

Furious MAFS groom
Dan Hunjas lashes out
at the experts for
pairing him with Sandy
Jawanda knowing she
'doesn't like the beach'
 

Nicole Scherzinger
brings boyfriend Thom
Evans on stage at
Sydney WorldPride
beach party for a very
racy dance routine
 

Lennon Gallagher and
girlfriend Isobel
Richmond showcase
their edgy style
credentials in black
ensembles at PFW
show
 

Emily Ratajkowski
stays toasty in a casual
black down jacket as
she takes a walk with
her son Sly in New York
City
 

Rihanna shares photos
of her baby boy pouting
'when he found out his
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sibling is going to the
Oscars'... after she was
nominated for Best
Original Song
 

Desperate Aussie
TikTok influencers are
demanding front row
seats at Melbourne
Fashion Week
 

Lisa Wilkinson's
surprising return to the
spotlight: Channel 10
star to host a low-key
'business lunch' at
suburban Brisbane pub
known for NRL brawls
 

Bindi and Robert Irwin
are 'encouraging their
mother Terri to try
dating apps' - after she
revealed she hasn't
been with another man
since Steve died
 

AFL great Billy
Brownless' daughter
Ruby celebrates
engagement to Josh
Wallis with family and
friends at Sydney eatery
 

Kim Kardashian rocks
a skintight black dress
as she leaves the
Skirball Cultural Center
in Los Angeles with her
fashionable son Saint
 

Priyanka Chopra
flashes her cleavage in
a plunging magenta
look as she and
husband Nick Jonas
attend Paris Fashion
Week in silk outfits
 

Kate reveals Prince
Louis, four, asks to play
outside in the garden
every day after school,
telling his mum 'I need
to get my energy out'

Florence Pugh flashes
her underwear under
sheer shimmering skirt
as she puts on a daring
display at Valentino's
star-studded Paris
Fashion Week show
 

Lisa Rinna, 59, flashes
her toned midriff in
edgy ensemble as she
joins Jessica Alba at
Palm Angels' show
during Paris Fashion
Week
 

Jamie Lee Curtis says
it's a 'beautiful link' to
her parents to earn an
Oscar nomination in the
same category as
mother Janet Leigh over
60 years later
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Gabi Grecko's severe
injuries from shock
suicide bid and how she
was blindsided by
divorce from Geoff
Edelsten
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows that her daughter
True and niece Dream
are budding
fashionistas in adorable
new photos
 

Jennifer Lopez and
Ben Affleck continue
house hunting after
allegedly pulling out of
escrow on $34.5M
mansion they were set
to buy
 

Bella Hadid looks
gorgeous as she dons a
clinging ivory dress in
behind-the-scenes
photos from Charlotte
Tilbury shoot
 

Paris Hilton stuns in a
baby blue satin maxi
dress as she attends
model Lele Pons'
wedding in Miami - after
promoting her
upcoming memoir
 

Lara Worthington
shows off her lithe
figure in a daring sheer
dress and black
underwear as she
attends Paris Fashion
Week
 

Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show to make
a comeback in 2023...
four years after it was
canceled and the brand
adopted more inclusive
image
 

Fergie 'spoils' the
Queen's corgis:
Duchess of York reveals
she feeds the beloved
dogs gravy bones and
is 'their favourite' after
she and Prince Andrew
adopted them
 

Leonardo DiCaprio's
rumoured girlfriend
Rose Bertram stuns in a
unique mauve dress
with a plunging neckline
and asymmetrical hem
as pair step out in Paris
 

Nicola Peltz puts on a
VERY leggy display in a
black mini dress as she
cosies up to husband
Brooklyn Beckham at
Valentino's PFW show 
 

Brad Pitt enjoys the
comforts of the great
outdoors with a female
friend before relaxing at
home in a commercial
for TrueBrew
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Billionaire heiress
Georgia Geminder
announces she's
expecting first child
with investment director
Matthew Danos - three
months after wedding
 

Spice Girl Geri Horner
looks race ready in a
cream co-ord as she
attends the Bahrain
Formula 1 Grand Prix to
support her husband
Christian Horner
 

Sam Fox is left
devastated as her
younger sister Vanessa
dies aged just 50 after
being rushed to hospital
following a heart attack
 

'That's not racist,
because even black
people want to know
how brown the baby
going to be!' Chris Rock
slams Meghan Markle
for telling Oprah royal
family was racist -
 

Rebel Wilsons reflects
on 'awkward' meeting
with Meghan Markle as
she reveals the
Duchess wasn't
'naturally warm' 
 

King invites Prince
Harry and Meghan
Markle to the
Coronation: Sussexes
confirm that they have
received 'email
correspondence' from
the Palace
 

Blushing bride-to-be
Tegan Kynaston is
radiant in white as she
attends hens party in
Sydney ahead of her
marriage to shock jock
Kyle Sandilands
 

Katie Price shows off
'biggest ever' boobs in a
skimpy pink bikini while
sunbathing in Thailand -
after sharing cryptic
post about being single
amid split from Carl
Woods
 

Victoria Beckham
shows off her lithe legs
as stiletto-clad fashion
designer departs Paris
hotel with daughter-in-
law Nicola Peltz and son
Brooklyn - after
celebrating his 24th
birthday
 

Sophie Turner looks
effortlessly stylish in
seventies-style leather
jacket and shades as
she exits her hotel
during Paris Fashion
Week
 

Olivia Jade showcases
her impeccably
sculpted legs in purple
athletic shorts after a
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hot Pilates class in
Los Angeles
 

Aaron Taylor-Johnson,
32, cuts a stylish figure
in double denim as he
enjoys a shopping trip
in Soho with film
director wife Sam, 55
 

Still going strong!
Married At First Sight
intruder couple Evelyn
Ellis and Rupert Burden
enjoy romantic
breakfast together in
Sydney 
 

Vanderpump Rules'
Tom Sandoval
apologizes for cheating
on Ariana Madix with
Raquel Leviss as he
pleads with followers
not to boycott his
businesses
 

Brooklyn Beckham
embraces tearful Harper
during emotional
reunion as they
celebrate his 24th
birthday in Paris
 

Ben Affleck spends
quality time with
daughter Seraphina, 14,
while out to lunch in
LA... before taking his
son Samuel, 11, for a
ride in his custom
electric Ford Bronco
 

Make-up free Camila
Cabello shows off her
incredible curves in a
black crop top and
cargo pants as she
visits a Miami recording
studio
 

Janet Jackson's
nephew TJ Jackson
calls her a 'legend' after
previously complaining
about her 'overtly
sexualized' songs... as
he doubles down to
criticize Cardi B's WAP
 

Real Housewives Of
Atlanta star Drew
Sidora's shock split
from husband Ralph
Pittman is being filmed
for upcoming season
 

Southside Flyers star
Rebecca Cole flashes
her toned tummy as she
leads the arrivals at the
2023 WNBL Awards at
Marvel Stadium
 

AFL star Lance 'Buddy'
Franklin flaunts his
bulging biceps as he
graces the cover of
Men's Health magazine
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Kourtney Kardashian
the busty bombshell is
barely contained by
PLUNGING corset top
as she shows off new
platinum blonde bob
 

Scream cast where are
they now? From former
Hollywood wild-child to
death match wrestler a
look at the stars of the
frightening franchise
ahead of it's upcoming
sequel
 

Sydney WorldPride
goes out with a bang
with Peach PRC,
Vanessa Amorosi and G
Flip rocking the stage at
closing night concert
 

EXCLUSIVE  'Cautious'
Harry 'was careful not to
attack members of the
Royal family' in chat
about toxic trauma amid
fears he could be left
out of King's crowning

Today host Sarah Abo
reveals the brutal
trolling every women on
TV receives from
viewers - and why
joining the breakfast
show was a shock
 

Victoria Beckham
looks chic in a figure
hugging purple dress as
she celebrates her
second Paris Fashion
Week catwalk show with
leather-clad husband
David and their children
 

Married At First Sight's
Tayla Winter quits the
show after facing off
with groom Hugo
Armstrong over 'butt-
dial' scandal
 'I'm going back to Tassie!'

Three years on from
their move to LA, the
Sussexes' appeal in the
US is waning, says
royal expert, claiming
Hollywood is tired of
'lack of decorum' in
bombshell interviews
 

Katie Price breaks her
silence after splitting
from Carl Woods AGAIN
- as she shares cryptic
post about being single
 

Prince Harry reveals
he 'urged everyone' in
the Royal Family to
have therapy - so they
could 'speak his
language' - during
interview with trauma
expert Gabor Maté
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EXCLUSIVE  Chaos at
MAFS couples' retreat
as the grooms 'smash
wine glasses during a
blazing row' - as the
bizarre truth about their
feud is revealed
 

Charles 'will NEVER
build real relationship
with Archie and Lili
unless Harry and
Meghan get new royal
home': Sussexes 'to get
Andrew's Buckingham
Palace apartment' after
Frogmore eviction
 

Justin Bieber looks
effortlessly cool as he
enjoys a beer and
smoke after performing
with Don Toliver at the
Rolling Loud music
festival
 

AFL star Nathan Broad
and pregnant wife Tayla
Damir visit Shane
Warne's statue at the
MCG on the one year
anniversary of his death
 

Snoop Dogg parties
with Ed Sheeran and
Russell Crowe
backstage at his
Melbourne concert - as
fans notice jar of
suspicious green herbs
on the table
 

Who's who in
Camilla's inner circle?
The family members,
celebrity pals and loyal
supporters who will
surround the Queen
Consort in the run up to
the Coronation
 

Eating like a (future)
king! The dishes Prince
George, Princess
Charlotte and Prince
Louis enjoy at home -
from homemade cheesy
pasta to fairy cakes
 

EXCLUSIVE
Eurovision winner
Conchita Wurst reveals
the one thing she
wishes she could tell
her childhood self as
she celebrates
WorldPride in Sydney
 

Victoria Beckham
looks chic in a pink
sweater as she enjoys
girls shopping trip with
daughter Harper and
Brooklyn's wife Nicola
Peltz in Paris... after
squashing 'feud' claims
 

Catherine O'Hara
channels her Schitt's
Creek character in a
stylish all-black
ensemble as she
attends the Loewe show
during Paris Fashion
Week
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Justin Bieber shares
first photo with wife
Hailey at his star-
studded 29th birthday
since she reignited
'feud' with his ex Selena
Gomez on TikTok
 

Pete Doherty confirms
wife Katia de Vidas is
pregnant - and reveals
they will welcome a
baby girl in May
 

Kylie Jenner and sister
Khloe Kardashian
attend a lavish fairytale
birthday party with their
kids for close pal
Natalie Halcro's
daughter Dove
 

This is the dating
mistake you need to
quit right now, writes
JANA HOCKING, who
says she thought
everyone was aware of
the 'shocking' rule by
now
 

Singer Jack Vidgen
risks an Instagram ban
as he poses completely
NUDE in very racy video
- and admits he's stuck
at home 'on the toilet'
instead of celebrating at
WorldPride
 

Shirtless Jake
Gyllenhaal shows off
his jaw-dropping
muscles as he knocks
down his opponent in
the ring while filming
the Road House remake
 

Priyanka Chopra looks
chic in a cream midi
dress while husband
Nick Jonas dons a
cutout black sweater as
they depart Paris
Fashion Week event
 

Brooklyn Beckham
reunites with younger
brother Cruz in Paris as
Instagram cook attends
lavish Fashion Week
party with wife Nicola
Peltz
 

SAS Australia reveals
more big names for the
upcoming season after
Craig McLachlan was
announced as a star on
the hit reality series
 

Married At First Sight's
Jules Robinson steals
the show as she rocks a
rainbow skirt at a
WorldPride event at
Bondi
 

Jack Osbourne's
beloved dog Finn goes
missing... and then is
found 'partying in a pile
of manure'
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Kelsea Ballerini
performs emotional
rendition of breakup
ballad Blindsided during
her SNL debut amid
divorce drama... as host
Travis Kelce nails gig
 

Marisa Tomei is the
epitome of style as she
flashes midriff in a pearl
body chain while posing
on the red carpet at the
Film Independent Spirit
Awards 
 

Bradley Cooper is a
doting father as he
holds hands with
adorable daughter Lea,
five, during stroll in New
York City
 

Abbie Chatfield
savagely SLAMS
partygoer who
inappropriately touched
her on a night out: 'Do
not grab me as you are
a stranger'
 

Chris Rock mocks Will
Smith for interview with
wife Jada about HER
affair and accuses star
of 'selective outrage' -
as he says he's still got
'ringing in my ear f*****
drums' after Oscars
slap 
 

Paris Hilton reveals in
new memoir how she
was drugged before
enduring sexual abuse
at 'tough love' boarding
schools: Heiress recalls
late-night attacks which
saw her dragged out of
bed and handcuffed 
 

Britney Spears posts
dance snaps with
cryptic message: 'Life
goes on'... after
'suffering nearly $2M
loss on her Calabasas
mansion'
 

Brooklyn Beckham
celebrates turning 24 by
heading out in Paris
with wife Nicola Peltz
and his family... as fans
question if the 'feud' is
really over
 

Jennifer Aniston is in
good company as she
joins A-list pals
Courteney Cox, Jason
Bateman, Jimmy
Kimmel and his wife for
a party at LA restaurant
 

Australia's op-shop
queen reveals how YOU
can look a million bucks
for much less - and the
two rules to follow to
always bag a bargain
 

Ralph Fiennes, 60, is
spotted in Rome with
former lover Francesca
Annis, 77 - who was
involved in the end of
his first marriage - just
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weeks after strolling
arm-in-arm with another
female companion  
 

Behati Prinsloo shows
off post-baby body in a
blue flannel shirt and
skinny jeans as she
enjoys afternoon out
with her daughter
 

Julie Bishop, 66,
shows off her slim
physique and incredibly
ripped biceps in
strapless black gown at
David Jones event in
Melbourne 
 

Disabled Harry Styles
fan left in tears as she is
seated in an area with
no view of the stage or
screens at his
Queensland concert
 

Sydney WorldPride
EXCLUSIVE: Drag
superstar Courtney Act
reveals what she wishes
people really knew
about the queer
community
 

Backstreet Boys wow
the crowd as they bring
their DNA World Tour to
Sydney: 'It was
amazing'

Patricia Arquette
shimmers in a pink and
gold vintage-inspired
gown at the 2023 Film
Independent Spirit
Awards in LA
 

Snoop Dogg shocks
fans with X-rated
moment involving
scantily-clad pole
dancers during live
Australian performance
 

New heartbreak for Liz
Hurley, 57, as third
former partner dies:
Actor Tom Sizemore, 61,
suffers fatal brain
aneurysm a year after
Shane Warne's death-
while father to her son
suicided in 2020
 

Pippa Middleton's
father-in-law, 79, faces
fresh probe by child
protection unit in Paris -
five years after being
accused of historic rape
of 16-year-old girl 
 

From Prince Harry
'peeing his pants' the
day he met Meghan to
what the Queen REALLY
thought of Archie and
Lili - 9 intimate
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revelations you might
have missed from Spare
 

Inside Prince Harry's
finances from when he
met Meghan Markle to
landing $180M with
Netflix and book Spare
deals... but at what
cost? 
 

Megan Gale wows in
sleek black dress
alongside partner
Shaun Hampson at
David Jones event - as
she returns to catwalk
for first time in 15 years
 

The moment Harry
Styles bows down to
Aussie legend Daryl
Braithwaite as he joins
him on stage at his
Sydney concert to
perform his iconic hit
Horses
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DON'T MISS  

Rebecca Gibney
shows off her incredible
weight loss in a candid
before and after photo -
as she reveals the
'science' behind her
impressive transformation
 

Pete Davidson and
Chase Sui Wonders
can't keep their hands
off each other as they
show off some PDA
during romantic
vacation in Hawaii
 

Craig McLachlan joins
the new season of SAS
Australia in the Middle
East after recovering
from major abdominal
surgery
 

Audrey Plaza looks
classy and sleek in
black suit with double-
breasted blazer without
a shirt at 38th Film
Independent Film
Awards
 

Cate Blanchett takes
the plunge in a low-cut
deconstructed black
pantsuit as she attends
the 2023 Film
Independent Spirit
Awards in LA
 

Ed Sheeran plays the
biggest show of his life
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in Australia as he
performs to 110,000
fans at the MCG in
Melbourne: 'This really
is a dream come true'
 

Radio Queen Jackie
'O' Henderson attends
Tegan Kynaston's hens
party ahead of her
marriage to shock jock
Kyle Sandilands
 

Fashion's teen queen:
Inside the VERY
charmed life of Salma
Hayek's 15-year-old
daughter Valentina -
heiress to her father's
$33BN fortune
 

Supermodel Claudia
Schiffer, 52, opts for a
laid back look in jumper
and jeans as she
watches Chelsea's 1-0
victory against Leeds at
Stamford Bridge
 

Trinny Woodall, 59,
looks sensational as
she strips down to her
lace bra and stockings
during fashion video
while encouraging
women to bring out
their sexy side
 

Fans go wild as Aussie
legend Daryl
Braithwaite joins Harry
Styles on stage at his
Sydney concert to
perform his iconic hit
Horses
 

Shirtless Jake
Gyllenhaal is RIPPED as
he flaunts his chiselled
abs and slaps a former
UFC fighter while
filming the Road House
remake
 

Tom Sizemore dead at
61: Action star known
for Saving Private Ryan,
Black Hawk Down, Born
on the Fourth of July led
tumultuous life off
camera 
 

Victoria Beckham
changes into a figure-
hugging purple dress as
she heads out in Paris
to celebrate upon
returning from her
second Fashion Week
catwalk show
 

Vanderpump Rules
star Tom Sandoval
BREAKS SILENCE on
Ariana Madix split amid
rumours he 'cheated'
with their castmate
Raquel Leviss
 

Kate Waterhouse leaves
them green with envy in
an emerald gown as she
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attends David Jones
Autumn/Winter
collection launch in
Melbourne
 

Ever wondered what
your favourite fictional
couples' children would
look like? From Grease
to Notting Hill and The
Bodyguard... here's
your chance
 

Meghan and Prince
Harry 'are OK about
leaving Frogmore
Cottage and say "if we
need to move out, we
will get ourselves out"',
source says
 

Sarah Ferguson
attends glitzy film
festival in Los Angeles -
as she says 'beautiful'
Meghan Markle clearly
makes Prince Harry
'very happy'
 

Nicola Peltz's fans
question if 'feud' with
mother-in-law Victoria
Beckham is REALLY
over as she posts
cryptic TikTok video a
day after their reunion 
 

Vivienne Westwood's
granddaughter Cora
Corré graces the
runway at the late
designer's Paris show
in touching tribute
alongside the pioneer's
widower Andreas
Kronthaler
 

Julie Bishop, 66,
leaves online critics
shocked by taking style
inspiration from Carrie
Bradshaw and posing in
nothing but a jacket and
tights
 

Dannii Minogue cosies
up with rarely seen
boyfriend Adrian
Newman for a date at a
WNBL match in
Melbourne
 

Are these the pettiest
celeb feuds EVER? Here
are the most ridiculous
scraps between stars
explained... after THAT
Kylie Jenner and Selena
Gomez eyebrow drama
 

G Flip show off their
tattoos in a tank top and
kilt as they attend
Sydney World Pride
dance party as special
guest DJ
 

Kate and Prince William
'are keen' for Prince
George to have official
role in King Charles'
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coronation - but want
him to go straight back
to school the next day
 

Where are the E.T. cast
now? From Hollywood
wild-child turned A-
lister to a post man and
spiritual teacher a look
at the stars of the
classic 80s movie amid
rumours of a sequel
 

Supermodel Megan
Gale makes a
triumphant return to the
catwalk for the first time
in 15 years as stuns on
the runway in David
Jones show
 

From a fears of losing
Meghan to haunting
memories after his
mother's death: Where
Prince Harry's chat with
trauma expert Gabor
Maté could go
 

Friend of the late
Shane Warne reveals
how the cricket legend
saved his life: 'If Warnie
had not have died I
probably would not be
here today'
 

The world's best
movie director you've
never heard of: How
little-known film-maker
has even toppled the
great Steven Spielberg 
 

David Lindley dies at
the age of 78 after
'months of illness' as
tributes pour in for the
musician who worked
with Dolly Parton and
Rod Stewart
 

Katie Price once again
puts her 'biggest boobs
ever' on full display in a
skimpy pink two-piece
as she soaks up the sun
in Thailand
 

Former glamour model
Samantha Fox, 56, says
'peer pressure' is
pushing young girls to
'look a certain way' with
cosmetic 'tweakments'
like filler and Botox
 

Leonardo DiCaprio's
'flame' Rose Bertram,
28, stuns in a cut-out
neon catsuit while
arriving to his hotel in
Paris with a pal
 

Harry Styles helps
Aussie fan reveal the
gender of her unborn
baby at Sydney concert 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819947/Friend-late-Shane-Warne-reveals-cricket-legend-saved-life.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11812605/How-little-known-film-maker-Jon-Erwin-holds-record-producing-four-successful-films.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819923/David-Lindley-dies-age-78-months-illness.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819741/Katie-Price-puts-biggest-boobs-display-Thailand.html
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Bec and Leyton
Hewitt's daughter Ava,
12, embarks on TV
career as she follows in
her Home and Away star
mum's footsteps
 

Concert crowd goes
wild as Harry Styles
takes Aboriginal Flag
from fan at Sydney gig
and waves it for the
audience: 'Such an
amazing moment'
 

Julia Fox exudes
gothic chic in an all-
black PVC dress as she
joins a leopard-clad
Georgia May Jagger at
Vivienne Westwood's
show in Paris
 

Avril Lavigne hand-in-
hand with designer pal
Guram Gvasalia at Paris
Fashion Week... after
being linked to Tyga
following split from ex-
fiancé Mod Sun
 

Victoria Beckham
leads the sweet birthday
messages for son
Brooklyn's 24th as the
family finally reunite in
Paris after squashing
THAT Nicola Peltz 'feud' 
 

Fergie cuts a casual
figure in black leggings
and a denim jacket as
she heads to a meeting
in Beverly Hills
 

Hollywood's love affair
with the new non-binary
Brit Pack: After MeToo
sex scandals,
Tinseltown is desperate
to appear woke, says
insider,Bella Ramsey,
Emma Corin and Emma
D'Arcy 
 

Jamie Lee Curtis, 64,
cuts a stylish figure in a
black-and-white printed
suit at the Film
Independent Spirit
Awards
 

Mia Goth showcases
her curves in a form-
fitting black lace dress
at the 2023 Film
Independent Spirit
Awards
 

Regina Hall looks
lovely in a flowing white
dress while attending
the 38th Annual Film
Independent Spirit
Awards ceremony in
Santa Monica
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EXCLUSIVE  Married At
First Sight bride looks
completely
unrecognisable in
school photos when she
was an awkward
saxophone-playing teen
 

AFL star Tom Barrass
and partner Nadia Rosa
welcome their second
son: 'Our hearts are so
full of love'  
 

Vanderpump Rules'
Scheana Shay and Katie
Maloney visit Ariana
Madix after she SPLITS
from Tom Sandoval
amid claims he
'cheated' with Raquel
Leviss
 

Simon Cowell looks
unrecognisable as he
heads home with
partner Lauren
Silverman from the
Together For Short
Lives Ball after hosting
 

He's not always had
the perfect smile! As
Tom Cruise shows off
his beaming grin at the
Producers Guild Awards
MailOnline takes a look
back at his teeth
transformation
 

Chrissy Teigen shares
adorable photo of
newborn daughter Esti
as they cuddle on the
couch... and cryptically
refers to Vanderpump
Rules breakup
 

Irina Shayk enjoys a
morning caffeine boost
as she steps out in a
chic gothic ensemble
ahead of the Vivienne
Westwood Paris
Fashion Week show
 

Ciara commands
attention in quirky
backless white top with
a cone bra and ultra
wide leg blue jeans as
she steps out for Paris
Fashion Week
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her hourglass
curves in form-fitting
light blue jeans as she
leaves a beauty salon in
Los Angeles
 

Kourtney Kardashian
teases glimpse of her
BLEACHED locks to
fans in latest Instagram
photo... 10 months after
sister Kim also went
platinum for Met Gala
 

The troubled action
hero: Tom Sizemore
boasted of affairs with
Liz Hurley and Paris
Hilton (which he had to
admit was a lie),
attacked his wife - and
battled drink and drugs 
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EXCLUSIVE  TV
insiders say Lisa
Wilkinson is 'done for
good' at Channel Ten
and may NEVER be on
screen again amid
fallout over Brittany
Higgins saga
 

Georgia Toffolo looks
stunning as she dons a
sequinned red mini
dress for a night out
with pals in London -
following 'split from
George Cottrell'
 

Jackie 'O' inspects a
multi-million-dollar
property on the Clovelly
coastline in Sydney -
after claims she
couldn't handle living in
$13m Woollahra home
 

Prince Andrew has
'offered to manage
prestigious Royal
estates including
Balmoral but Charles
told him there's no
chance,' insiders claim 
 

How Rita Ora and Dua
Lipa have mirrored each
other over the years -
from a similar sense of
style to the same taste
in men
 

Hugh Grant admits to
losing his temper and
'lashing out' at a
stranger on the set of
new film Dungeons &
Dragons: Honour
Among Thieves
 

Kim Kardashian and
pal La La Anthony lip
sync in TikTok video...
before daughter North
upstages reality star by
sharing clip with Ice
Spice
 

Christian Wilkins
believes fashion should
be more 'inclusive' as
he showcases his
gender-fluid style: 'It's
nice to feel included'
 

Denzel Washington
and his wife of nearly 40
years Pauletta get
chummy with former
baseball great Alex
Rodriguez as they cheer
on the Lakers
 

Pregnant Kaley Cuoco
and beau Tom Pelphrey
adopt a chihuahua
ahead of their first
child's arrival: 'We
welcome miss Opal into
our growing family'
 

Social media sensation
Liam Ferrari drops
black and white music
video for anticipated
new single Guidance
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819731/Hugh-Grant-admits-losing-temper-lashing-set-new-Dungeons-Dragons-film.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819421/Kim-Kardashian-longtime-friend-La-La-Anthony-don-bathrobes-lip-sync-fun-TikTok-video.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819571/Christian-Wilkins-need-inclusive-fashion-events.html
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Oscar nominee Paul
Mescal reveals the
mortifying moment
Nicole Kidman walked
in on him wearing
nothing but 'sweaty
underpants'
 

Vanderpump Rules
stars Tom Sandoval and
Ariana Madix SPLIT
after 9 year romance
amid claims he
'cheated' with co-star
Raquel Leviss
 

Euphoria hunk Jacob
Elordi keeps his face
hidden with a scarf as
he arrives at Brisbane
airport hand-in-hand
with his mother
 

Victoria Beckham
finally gets Nicola Peltz
in one of her dresses!
Actress and Brooklyn
join the rest of the
family to attend her
PFW show - after THAT
wedding gown fall-out!
 

Kellyanne Conway and
her husband split after
22 years after admitting
in her 2022 memoir that
her husband's criticism
of Trump was a betrayal
 

Richard Wilkins is
caught in a
compromising moment
with a fan as he spends
several minutes signing
a bizarrely elaborate
autograph
 

The 50 most attractive
nationalities revealed:
India is No.1, USA
comes second and you
won't believe where
Australia is ranked!
 

Heartache as Shane
Warne's family mark
one year since his death
- kids Jackson, Brooke,
Summer and ex-
wife Simone share
touching tributes to the
late cricket legend
 

Home and Away's
Courtney Miller pays
tribute to her co-star
Kawakawa Fox-Reo as
the fan favourite exits
Summer Bay for good
 

Daryl Braithwaite
returns Harry Styles'
'ultimate compliment' by
performing a cover of
Watermelon Sugar at
his Sydney concert
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11819109/Kellyanne-Conway-husband-split-22-years.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11818715/Richard-Wilkins-caught-spending-minutes-signing-bizarre-autograph-fan.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/article-11816267/The-50-attractive-nationalities-revealed-India-No-1-USA-second-Uk-handsome-men.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11818857/He-just-wanted-best-dad-Heartache-Shane-Warnes-family-mark-one-year-death.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11819005/Home-Aways-Courtney-Miller-pays-tribute-star-Kawakawa-Fox-Reo.html
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First look at The
Crown's new Harry:
Netflix cast portrays the
late Queen's
Thanksgiving service
for her 50th wedding
anniversary during
filming in Greenwich
 

Bella Hadid is runway
ready as she struts
along world famous
Rodeo Drive in
promotional video for
Michael Kors
 

Today's headlines Most Read
Charles' olive branch to Harry: Prince told
he and Meghan 'can use Frogmore
Cottage if they accept...
Illegal Channel arrivals will be BANNED from
returning to Britain: Rishi Sunak to announce
tough new laws...

DOMINIC LAWSON: He's seen off Nicola
Sturgeon, tackled Northern Ireland and is
finally cracking down on...
Senior doctors demand up to £262 PER
HOUR to provide emergency cover for when
their junior colleagues go on...

Smile, please... and you just might get the
job! How flashing a grin during an
interview makes you more...
Parents withdraw four-year-old son from
Church of England school's World Book Day
in row over 'confusing and...

Toxic trolls 'left to thrive on Twitter under
Elon Musk': Hateful and vile content -
including...
Fears grow for three women still missing 48
hours after night out as mother insists she
and her childhood...

Lack of staff forced four in ten NHS
maternity units to turn away expectant
mothers last year, alarming...
Forget woo-woo wellness - the key to
happiness is recognising your inner cave
woman: Understanding evolution...

Britain warned to expect snow TODAY:
Met Office issues yellow weather warning
with four inches set to fall...
I'm a plumber and here are TWO common
kitchen mistakes to avoid that could cost you
£180 to fix

Sam Fox is left devastated as her younger
sister Vanessa dies aged just 50 after
being rushed to hospital...
Cheryl 'hires team of bodyguards after being
plagued with disgusting notes left by stalker
outside West End...

Now BBC renames wing dedicated to DJ
John Peel at its London HQ - as
Glastonbury rebrands stage named after...
The seven simple changes that will
immediately boost your health 

DR MAX PEMBERTON: Why a man telling
tall tales on a date really is a red flag

How TikTok's addictive algorithm is fuelling
the school 'riots' breaking out all over Britain:
China-owned...

Fury after Sue Gray's activist son is
pictured posing with Sir Keir Starmer
during Partygate probe: Images...
Top civil servant 'voices concerns Sue Gray
may have broken impartiality rules by holding
secret meetings...

Bournemouth council sparks fury after
chopping down two pine trees and
'covering it up by suggesting the...
How to DECLUTTER based on your star
sign: Expert reveals the tidying trends to
follow based on the zodiac 
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